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Abstract— Multipath traffic engineering utilizes several multiple
paths for transporting the traffic demand between source LSR
and destination LSR. Using the multipath, we can effectively
control the network resource utilization. If maximally disjoint
multiple LSPs are found, the multipath traffic engineering can
provide appropriate fault-tolerant routing. In this paper, we
propose the fault-tolerant multipath traffic engineering mechanism based on linear programming (LP). When the statistical
traffic demand is known, we apply the traffic engineering with
the following objective; set all LSPs configuration in order to
find maximally disjoint paths for each node pair, subject to
minimization of the maximum of link utilization. We propose
new load-balancing mechanism, when some link failures are
detected, which routes the traffic flowing on the the failed LSPs
into available LSPs. After presenting the proposed LP solution,
we discuss the result obtained by exploiting it in the case-study
network.
Index Terms— Traffic Engineering, MPLS network, Multipath
routing, Fault-tolerant traffic rou ting

I. I NTRODUCTION
Currently, traffic engineering problem is one of the most
interesting issues in communication networks. The focus of
traffic engineering is to set up paths between edge routers
in a network to route the traffic demand of each node pair,
while achieving low congestion and improving the utilization
of network resources. In practice, the key objective of traffic
engineering is to minimize the utilization of the most heavily
used link in the network, or the maximum of link utilization.
Since queueing delay increases rapidly as link utilization
becomes high, it is important to minimize the link utilization
throughout the network so that no bottleneck link exists. It has
been known that this problem of minimizing the maximum
of link utilization could be solved by the multi-commodity
network flow formulation.
Traffic engineering problem is classified into several categories, for example, non-bifurcation case and bifurcation case.
When the traffic bifurcation is allowed, the solution of the traffic engineering problem leads to split the traffic over multiple
paths between node pairs for satisfying the given objective.
The advantage of the multipath routing is to provide more
bandwidth and more effective usage of network resources than
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the single path algorithm. Especially the most important merit
of multipath routing is the easy support of fault-tolerant traffic
routing, when paths of node pairs are configured maximally
disjoint. When some link failures are occurred, some paths are
disconnected so that the traffic flowing on the paths need to
be rerouted into another paths. Although some link failures
occur, maximally disjoint multipath has the high probability
of having at least one connected path between the source and
destination node. If there is no connected backup path for
each node pair, we need to find new paths. However, since it
requires the additional control message and setup time, it is
inappropriate to support fast recovery for high speed backbone
networks, such as optical networks.
Multipath routing has been incorporated in recently developed or proposed routing protocols. The easiest extension to
multipath routing is to use equal-cost multiple shortest paths,
which is known as Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing.
This is explicitly supported by several routing protocols such
as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [2] and Intermediate
System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) [3]. Some router implementations allow equal-cost multipath with Routing Information Protocol (RIP) or with some other routing protocols.
In Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks [1],
where IP packets are switched through the pre-established
Label Switched Paths (LSPs) by signaling protocols, multiple paths can be used to forward packets belonging to the
same ”forwarding equivalent class (FEC)” by explicit routing.
However, multipath traffic engineering may require more total
network bandwidth resources, i.e. sum of assigned bandwidth
at each link of paths, than single shortest path. Therefore, the
maximum hop-count constraint should be incorporated into
proposed multipath traffic engineering scheme in order not to
waste bandwidth. In addition, the number of paths should be
restricted between a source-destination pair in the real network
topology for the relaxed administrative complexity.
For the implementation of multipath traffic engineering, we
must consider how to distribute the traffic demand of each
node pair into multiple parallel paths. The split ratio of each
traffic demand for the calculated paths is obtained from the
solution of the proposed LP formulation in this paper. The split
ratio is fed to the routers for dividing the traffic of the sourcedestination pair to multiple paths. Partitioning a traffic demand
will be done by adjusting output range of the hashing function
[4]. By using this policy in multipath routing, routers should

provide a flow-level forwarding mechanism not to cause the
out-of-order packet delivery problem which will degrade endto-end performance.
In this paper, we propose the fault-tolerant traffic engineering problem by using the maximally disjoint multipath,
in MPLS networks. First, under hop-count and path-count
constraints, we find the maximally disjoint multipath that
minimizes the maximum of link utilization, while satisfying
the given traffic demand of every node pair. A traffic demand is
the average traffic volume that needs to be satisfied between
two edge routers. Second, we consider the traffic rerouting
solution that provides the fault-tolerant routing. We solve this
problem through the LP formulation with the constraints which
limit the total amount of rerouted traffic. The objective of
proposed rerouting problem is to reduce the maximum of link
utilization. In this proposed solution, we do not consider the
path reconfiguration in which the established paths are torn
down and new paths are configured. However, experimental
results show that the proposed traffic rerouting solution is
nearly same as the global optimal solution through the path
reconfiguration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related works are introduced in section II. The proposed
algorithms based on the LP formulation are explained in
section III. For the performance evaluation, simulation results
using the case-study network are discussed in section IV, and
section V concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the [5], the traffic bifurcation LP problem is formulated
and heuristic for the non-bifurcation Integer Liner Programming (ILP) problem is proposed. Although the [5] minimizes
the maximum of link utilization, it does not consider total
network resources and some other constraints. The authors
further showed that the traffic bifurcation LP problem can be
transformed to the shortest path problem by adjusting link
weights in the [8]. In the [7], the dynamic routing algorithm for
MPLS networks is proposed, where the path for each request is
selected to prevent the interference among paths for the future
demands. It considers a traffic non-bifurcation routing and
does not include the constraint such as hop-count. In the [9],
the authors propose a constrained multipath traffic engineering
for MPLS networks. It presents the ILP formulation and
heuristic algorithm for multipath traffic engineering problem
that includes the constraint such as hop-count and path-count.
In the [11], the authors present several topics related to the
survivable network. It includes the disjoint shortest path and
the maximally disjoint shortest path algorithms in the unidirectional network. In the [12], the authors present the reconfiguration problem of virtual topology in the optical network.
When the traffic demand pattern is changed, the improvement
of the resource utilization is obtained by reconfiguring the
lightpaths. The [4] proposes the hashing-Based Schemes for
Internet Load Balancing. It distributes the traffic into multipath
by the hashing-schemes using the combination of IP and
port number. The several hashing-schemes are presented and
evaluated. The [10] proposes an adaptive traffic assignment

method to multiple paths with measurement information for
load balancing. For differentiated services, finding the traffic
split ratios to minimize the end-to-end delay and loss rates is
proposed in the [6]. However, how to find appropriate multiple
paths is not covered.
III. FAULT- TOLERANT M ULTIPATH T RAFFIC E NGINEERING
P ROBLEM
A. Problem Description
In this section, we present the proposed fault-tolerant
multipath traffic engineering algorithm, in MPLS network.
We divide this problem into two sub-problems, Maximally
Disjoint Multipath Configuration under Hop-count and Pathcount Constraints and Traffic Rerouting for Recovery of Link
failures. The former is how to configure the multiple LSPs for
maximally keeping the connectivity of each node pair even
when some link failures occurr. The latter is, in case of some
link failures, how to reroute the disturbed traffic flowing on
the failed LSPs into the available paths without configuring
the new LSPs. The following two sub-sections show the solutions for each sub-problems by using the following common
notations.
¯ The network is modeled as a directed graph,    ,
where  is the set of nodes and  is the set of links.
The capacity of a directed link   is   .
¯ Each traffic demand   (  , where
is the set of all
node pairs in ) is given for a node pair between an
ingress router  and an egress router  .

¯ The variable 
 represents the fraction of the traffic
demand  assigned to link   through the -th path,
     , where  is the number of given paths
between the node pair . After this point, we simply refer
the traffic to relative value from 0 to 1 normalized by the
full traffic demand   , instead of absolute value.
¯ The variable  represents the maximum of link utilization.
¯ The integer variable    tells whether link   is used
or not for the path  of the traffic demand .
B. Maximally Disjoint Multipath Configuration under Hopcount and Path-count Constraints
We define the hop-count and path-count constrained maximally disjoint multipath configuration problem by ILP formulation. For each node pair , there are two constraints,
the maximum number of path-count,   , and the maximum
number of hop-count,   is sum of  and  ,
where  is the minimum number of hop counts from 
to  for the node pair and  is additional hop-count that
is added to  . The ILP formulation is in the Fig. 1.
As shown in the Eq. (1), the primary objective is to

minimize the link sharing degree  
of the paths for each
node pair, in order to make paths maximally disjoint. The
secondary objective is to minimize the maximum of link
utilization  with the coefficient  as the weighted factor. The
Eq. (2) means that the sum of total outgoing traffic over each
path from the source is 1. The Eq. (3) is the flow conservation
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C. Traffic Rerouting for Recovery of Link Failures



Fig. 1. ILP Formulation of Maximally Disjoint Multipath Configuration
under Hop-count and Path-count Constraints

rule of intermediate nodes, which means that for all nodes
except source and destination the total amount of incoming
traffic to a node is the same as that of outgoing traffic from
the node. The Eq. (4) and the Eq. (5) present whether each
link   is used for path  between the node pair . The
Eq. (6) means that the hop-count of path  between the node
pair does not exceed the   . The Eq. (7) means
non-bifurcation routing of path  between the node pair .
In the Eq. (2) and the Eq. (3), we only state the network
flow conservation rule, thus the traffic bifurcation is allowed.
However, Eq. the (7) makes the network flow of each path
be through the non-bifurcated path. The Eq. (8) means how
many paths use this link for node pair . The Fig. 2 shows

the example for variable  
in the Eq (8). The Fig. 2 (a) and
(b) present two maximally disjoint path between node 1 and
node 3, when the  is zero and one respectively. For the

link   in the Fig. 2 (a), the  
is showed as one which
means that a different path is sharing this common link. In this
example, as the   is increased, the maximal disjoint
degree of paths is also increased. The Eq. (9) means that the
maximum of link utilization among all paths for traffic demand
is . This problem is " #$%, but does not require the
real-time processing. It can be solved by using the ILP solver
such as CPLEX, at the initial setup of the network.

Maximally disjoint LSPs as the

Now, we define the fault recovery algorithm for fault-tolerant
quality of service (QoS) routing. When some links fail, some
LSPs are disconnected, so the traffic on this failed LSPs is
required to be rerouted into other available LSPs. We formulate
this problem as the following LP with  ¼    ¼ , where
 ¼ is the set of links excluding the failed links from original
set  . In this formulation, we consider only traffic rerouting
mechanism using the predefined multiple LSPs which is never
modified. In addition, the maximum affordable reroutung
traffic is given as the constraint, &%  which is sum
of && and &% . &%  means the total
traffic flowing on the disconnected paths caused by some link
failures. The details are given in the Eq. (21). && is the
upper bound of the additional rerouted traffic through the node
pair which no failure occurs between. The Fig. 3 shows the
LP formulation of traffic for recovery of link failures.
As shown in the Eq. (11), the primary objective is to
maximize the sum of routing traffic over every node pair
by using the rerouting mechanism. The secondary objective
is to minimize the maximum of link utilization  with the
coefficient  as the weighted factor. The Eq. (12) and the Eq.
(13) present the network flow conservation rule. It states not
only that the sum of total outgoing traffic of each path from
the source is less than or equal to 1 but also that for all nodes
except source and destination, the amount of total incoming
traffic to a node is the same as that of outgoing traffic from the
node. The Eq. (14) means that the maximum of link utilization
among all paths for a node pair is . The Eq. (15) means
that the sum of routing traffic for every traffic demand pair is
'$. In the Eq. (16),    presents the predefined constant
which shows whether the link   is used the path  of a
node pair . It means that there is no path reconfiguration and
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LP Formulation of Traffic Rerouting for Recovery of Link Failures

traffic is only allowed to be routed through predefined paths.
In the Eq. (17), *  is the weighted factor of node pair for

recovery and   is the traffic ratio through the link  
of path  for node pair before this link failure occurs. The
higher weighted factor of some traffic demand has the lower
probability to be rerouted for minimizing the . The variable
  and "  mean how much traffic through the
link   is increased or decreased, respectively. The Fig. 4
shows the traffic rerouting mechanism. The Fig. 4 (a) shows
the situation before failure occurs and the Fig. 4 (b) shows the
situation when link    fails. In the Fig. 4 (b), for the traffic
demand from node 2 to node 3, one path 
 
is disconnected by failure and the traffic through this path
 . In the Fig. 4
is rerouted into another path 

(b), the 
 and "  of link   are 0.6 and 0,
respectively. Using one of these variables, the Eq. (18) defines
the total traffic amount to be rerouted, &%  . When
some link failures occur, the traffic through the failed links is
rerouted into another connected paths within this limit in order
to increase '$. Rerouted traffic of node pair usually can
be presented as the increased or decreased traffic that flows
on paths connecting node pair . In this paper, the rerouted
traffic is only confined to the decreased traffic flowing on the

path. Since the traffic does not flow on the failed paths, the
minimum rerouted traffic is the sum of traffic flowing on these
paths. A constant in the Eq. (21), &% , presents this
lower-bound that must be rerouted. That is, the left hand side
of the Eq. (18) must be larger than &%  at least. In
the Eq. (20), these constants are predefined value solved by the
maximally disjoint multipath formulation in the Fig. 1. This
formulation is LP problem and it can be quickly solved by LP
solver, when ink failure occurs at the real-time.
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This traffic rerouting mechanism has two different policies
according to the value of &&, when &&  , when
&& , . The Fig. 4 (b) and (c) show briefly these two
traffic rerouting policies as follows when the link    fails.

Case 1: When the &&  
In the Fig. 4 (b), because && that presents the
additional rerouted traffic amount is set to zero, the

rerouted traffic is bounded by &% . Since
&%  is the sum of traffic flowing on the
failed paths, the decrease of traffic flowing on the
connected paths is not allowed.
Case 2: When the && , 
As you can see in the Fig. 4 (c), && is given as
the value larger than zero. Now, it is possible for the
traffic is rerouted through path 
 
and

, as much as the value of &&
at most. Although paths of node pair from node 1
to 6 never fails, in order to achieve the secondary
objective maximizing '$, the traffic is rerouted
satisfying the Eq. (18).
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Abstract US Network

The network topology, in this case study, shown in the Fig.
5 represents the abstract US backbone topology [13]. On this
topology, we assume that the background traffic demands are
given as in the [13]. Simulation of our proposed algorithms is
done in two separate procedures, one is the maximally disjoint
multipath configuration procedure and the other is the traffic
rerouting procedure when the link failure occurs. Additional
hop-count ( ) is given as 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. The path-count
constraint ( ) is set to one of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. In the Traffic
rerouting procedure, arbitrary failure of one or two links is
assumed. In this topology, the number of distinct failure of
one or two links is 38 and 703, respectively.
B. Performance Analysis





The Fig. 6 shows the sum of the link sharing degree
  when the additional hop-count ( ) and

¾  ¾

path-count constraint (  ) is changed. As the number of pathcount is increased, the sum of link sharing degree is increased,
while as the additional hop-count is increased, the sum of link
sharing degree is decreased. As the path-count increases, the
sum of the link sharing is largely increased, and as the hopcount increases, the sum of the link sharing is decreased. Since
the degree of the node is small, the increase of the number
of paths increases the probability to share the same link. In
addition, the increase of  caused by more additional

hop-count( ) lets the total candidate path set be abundant
so that we can find more maximally disjoint paths.
The Fig. 7 shows the normalized load when the failure of
one or two links occurs. The normalized load is the quotient of
the division of the sum of successfully routed traffic demands
after the failure recovery by the sum of the routed traffic
demands at no link failure. If the normalized load is 1, the
full traffic demand is successfully routed. The weighted factors
(* ) through each node pair are considered as the same. We
averaged 38 simulation results in one link failure case, and
703 in two links failure case. As shown both in Fig. the 7
(a) and Fig. the 7 (b), when the path-count constraint (  ) is
one, the normalized load is very small and too much traffic is
rejected by unconnected LSPs for some traffic demand. When
two or more path-counts (  ) are used, the normalized load
is increased more than in the case of single path. However,
there is only small amount of further increase as the pathcount ( ) increases from 2 to 5. When additional hop-count
( ) is increased from 0 to 1, we can see the drastic increase
of the normalized load. It has a close relation with the link
sharing degree of paths, in the Fig. 6. As the additional hopcount ( ) is changed from 0 to 1, the link sharing degree
of paths also is decreased largely. However, with additional
hop-count there is not any substantial further improvement.
In the Fig. 8, the normalized maximum of link utilization
(Normalized ) is presented as the additional rerouted traffic
amount and path-count constraint are changed. The normalized
maximum of link utilization is the quotient of the division of
the maximum of link utilization after the failure recovery by
the maximum of link utilization at no link failure. Additional
rerouting constraint (&&) controls how much traffic is able
to be rerouted to improve the network resource utilization.
When this constraint is zero, only the rerouting of the traffic,
which was routed through the failed links previously but can
not flow due to the failure, is allowed. This constraint set to
the infinite means that the rerouting of every traffic demand
is allowed. The Fig. 8 shows that the small amount of the
additional rerouting traffic is very effective to improve the
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network resource utilization. When the additional rerouting
constraint is increased, the normalized maximum of link
utilization is exponentially decreased. When the path-count
constraint is increased, the normalized maximum of link
utilization is decreased, thus the probability of the network
congestion is decreased. Especially it is largely decreased as
the path-count is changed from 2 to 3.
We also compare this normalized maximum link utilization
with one, which is obtained by allowing reconfiguration of
paths themselves. The Table I shows that they are nearly the
same.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the fault-tolerant multipath traffic engineering scheme for MPLS networks. The proposed scheme
consists of the maximally disjoint multipath configuration and
the traffic rerouting mechanism for fault recovery. The initial

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF N ORMALIZED
One Link Failure
Two Link Failure

Rerouting
1.07
1.24

Reconfiguration
1.06
1.23

configuration of maximally disjoint multipath is formulated as
ILP and the traffic rerouting mechanism form fault recovery is
formulated as LP. Thus, after the exact optimal initial setup,
whenever link failure occurs, the traffic can be rerouted in
polynomial time. Through the case study, we show that the
traffic engineering using the maximally disjoint multipaths
recovers effectively when some link failures occur. Also, if the
&% - constraint value is appropriately selected,
the network resource utilization is more improved. It was

shown that, even without the path reconfiguration for traffic
demand, the maximum of link utilization can be decreased
enough. Therefore, the proposed traffic engineering scheme
is practical and useful for providing the fault-tolerant traffic
engineering in MPLS networks.
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